Editor Agreement to Publish a Proceedings Volume as Open-Access on CEUR-WS.org

Herewith I/we (the editors) agree that my/our proceedings volume of the event

Name and year of the event:

edited by (list of all editors):

with corresponding editor

Name:
Affiliation:
Address:
Email:

shall be made available as an open-access publication under the Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0), available at https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode.

I/we agree that our proceedings volume is made available publicly under the aforementioned license on the servers of CEUR Workshop Proceedings (CEUR-WS). I/we grant RWTH Aachen, CEUR-WS, and its archiving partners the non-exclusive and irrevocable right to archive my/our proceedings volume and to make it accessible (online and free of charge) for public distribution. This granted right extends to any associated metadata of my/contribution. Specifically, I/we license the associated metadata under a Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal license (public domain). I/we agree that our editor names and affiliations are part of the associated metadata and may be stored on the servers of CEUR-WS and made available under the CC0 license. I/we warrant that I/we have collected the signed author agreements (“Author Agreement to publish a contribution as open-access on CEUR-WS.org”) of all contributions to the proceedings volume.

I/we understand that I/we retain the copyright to the proceedings volume as the official collection of contributions to the aforementioned event. I/we understand that the dedication of the proceedings volume under the CC BY 4.0 license is irrevocable.

Exculpatory clause: I/we release and relieve individuals (in particular members of the CEUR-WS editorial team) and organizations (in particular RWTH Aachen and CEUR-WS archiving partners) providing the CEUR-WS service of liability caused by ordinary/simple negligence in the publication/archiving of my/our proceedings volume via their servers.

I/we have read the conditions of the Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0), published at https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode, and agree to apply this license to my/our proceedings volume.

Location, Date, Signature of the corresponding editor representing all editors
(Signature must be handwritten with a pen on paper)